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Introduction

South Africa has a history of partisan news media. Television and radio, long dominated by the state broadcaster, have a history of bias in favor of the apartheid government and the main newspaper titles, catering largely to the country’s white minority, have historically sided with mining capital. The first democratic elections in 1994 clearly pointed to the bias of the South African media and how far removed they were from the majority of ordinary South Africans in their news coverage and editorial stances. For example, in the 1994 elections the majority of mainstream newspapers endorsed a political party, the Democratic Party, which could only manage two percent of the vote.

The South African media was forced to change in response to the fundamental political, economic and social transformations occurring following the demise of apartheid. The partisan press is declining, producing greater media independence, characterized by more critical coverage of the government. This push towards greater media independence comes at a time of a major change in government—the coming to power of the country’s first democratic government with its own expectations of the press. This necessarily results in tensions over the role of the press. The fault-lines are clear. The government is overwhelmingly black-led; the media is still largely white despite recent attempts to change ownership, management and personnel patterns as well as news focuses. Government appeals to a set of media values informed by a “developmentalist” approach, the media [with few exceptions] harbor “liberal-humanist” notions of their role in the new democracy.

A vigorous debate has developed over what should be the role of journalists within the new post-apartheid political context. Questions are raised about the media and the “national interest” as well as the impact of racial patterns of ownership and editorial make-up of newspapers on the structure and framing of news. This paper focuses on the tensions that arose out of the changes that developed after 1994, particularly in the print media, and how these changes affect the unfolding debate on the role of the press after apartheid.

To examine these issues this study adopts a case-study approach, analyzing debate over the role of the press in the case of arms sales by a South African company, Denel, to Saudi Arabia in mid-summer 1997. The conflict over government secrecy and press freedom surrounding this case clearly illustrates the overtly racial content of the tension over the role of the press in South Africa’s new democracy. It is mainly white journalists that appeal to traditional Western notions of journalism. Black editors and senior journalists are increasingly being pressured by government to defend the “gains” of April 1994 and to act in the “national interest” by supporting the current regime. Certain [black] senior editors and media also exhort their colleagues to be “patriotic” in supporting the government. The notion of ‘patriotism’ is equated with support for black political leaders. Criticism of the government from white media owners and even journalists is regarded by the ANC as reactionary. The conclusion considers the relationship between changes in ownership and control of South African mainstream newspapers and the debate within the media on press freedom.

The Context of the South African Press

Controversy about the role of the press and its interaction with government reflects broader debates about the nature of political and economic changes in South Africa and the country’s future development path. In particular, debates about an “African Renaissance” started by South Africa Deputy President Thabo Mbeki as well as notions of “black empowerment” among emerging black businesspeople should be noted.

The tensions over the role of the press also take place within a context of the imminent end of the Mandela Presidency that emphasized reconciliation. After Mandela goes, it is expected that a more concerted debate about “race” and “resources” will take center stage and that debate will increasingly reflect the racial and class cleavages inherited from apartheid.
More importantly South Africa is currently going through a political and economic transition. One of the consequences of political transitions is that it throws existing institutions into turmoil. In South Africa newspapers across the political spectrum have experienced something of an identity crisis as the transition has reconfigured political relations and models of professional relationships.

The African National Congress government enjoyed somewhat of a press honeymoon in the period immediately following the 1994 elections. Since then it has had to adjust to the rigors of governing and the criticism that comes with it. The government has also had to deal with criticism from a press bolstered by a formal (legal and constitutional) and informal political environment that facilitates vigorous democratic debate. In particular, government has been less than pleased with the kind of criticism it has had to face from the former “alternative press” or editors and journalists in the mainstream media it had considered as part of the liberation alliance before. Furthermore, South Africa is in the process of establishing institutions of democracy. It is a nation struggling to build itself into a democracy and in such a context debates about the nature of institutions are not surprising. South Africa is not unique in this respect. The country experiences many of the debates about the role of the news media common in societies in transition—newly democratized or decolonized societies—as well as in many Western democracies.

South Africa has sixteen major newspaper titles of which eleven are daily newspapers and five are weekly newspapers [see Table 1]. The major sectors of the South African media were until recently controlled by a white minority, with the English and Afrikaans language newspaper market run by duopolies, while radio and television were dominated by a state monopoly.

Until the early 1990s, the print media was in control of an effective duopoly, split between an Afrikaans and English-language press. Two large press groups—the South African Associated Newspapers (SAAN) and Argus Holdings—controlled the English-language market. SAAN later became Times Media Limited. This relationship was also fairly incestuous since Argus Holdings was the single biggest shareholder in SAAN and these two groups in turn were both controlled by the same conglomerate, Anglo-American Corporation, through a complex pyramid system. The Afrikaans press in turn was split between two companies—Naspers and Perskor. As a result, the print media was the subject of a high concentration of ownership. Argus Holdings clearly dominated the market for English-language print news. Naspers also had a stake in the English market with a controlling stake in the Sunday paper, City Press aimed at a mass black readership. Perskor controlled the mass daily Citizen. But overall, Argus held the biggest prize in the mainstream press market that mattered politically.

These four corporations collectively ran the Newspaper Press Union (NPU). Through the NPU these five companies controlled methods of distribution and regulated prices in the newspaper industry. They also negotiated with the apartheid government over press accreditation for journalists and in turn allowed military and police, under apartheid, to have substantial control over the dissemination of news.

In such a context it was inevitable that the struggle to transform ownership and control patterns in the South Africa economy would include demands for change in the print sector. Increasingly the need was identified broadly within government and the ANC for increased black ownership and control of the media. It is important to note that unlike broadcast media, where legislation and regulation were seen as central to broadening press ownership and breaking the SABC monopoly, a different approach was followed in the print sector, where the market was viewed to manage regulation. This can probably be explained by the different traditions of regulation maintained for the different mediums: state regulation for broadcasting and market regulation for print.

For a variety of reasons—both political as well as economic—ownership patterns started to change dramatically after 1994. Political factors included the demands of the African National Congress in its media policy, demands by black editors and journalists and that of proponents of “black empowerment.” At an economic level it made increasing business sense to diversify their interests as the new government was preparing an anti-monopoly competition policy.

The first steps towards broadening mainstream press ownership resulted only in a spread of ownership among existing media players. In 1994 Times Media Limited [TML] sold its stake in two regional daily newspapers—45 percent in Pretoria News as well as a 30 percent stake in the Natal Mercury—to Anglo American Newspapers. It also sold the struggling Cape Times to Argus Holdings. This gave Argus Holdings total control of the English-language
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Circulation*</th>
<th>Readers Profile</th>
<th>Political Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Times Media Limited</td>
<td>Business Day</td>
<td>38,989</td>
<td>Gauteng-based, white, high income</td>
<td>Liberal, free-market, limited government, white editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunday Times</td>
<td>458,964</td>
<td>National, lower middle income</td>
<td>Liberal, free-market, limited government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evening Post**</td>
<td>18,074</td>
<td>Eastern Cape, white/black</td>
<td>Liberal, free-market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Newspapers</td>
<td>Sunday Independent</td>
<td>34,705</td>
<td>Gauteng, educated, white and black</td>
<td>Progressive Liberal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Star</td>
<td>156,358</td>
<td>Gauteng-based, mainly white, suburban</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cape Times</td>
<td>51,334</td>
<td>Cape Town, urban, white middle class</td>
<td>Left-Liberal, black editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cape Argus</td>
<td>82,142</td>
<td>Cape Town, urban-suburban</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>40,904</td>
<td>KwaZulu-Natal, white readership</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent/New Africa Investments</td>
<td>Sowetan</td>
<td>211,178</td>
<td>Gauteng-based, national black readership, townships</td>
<td>Populist left, black consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;G Media</td>
<td>Mail and Guardian</td>
<td>32,510</td>
<td>National, educated, mostly white</td>
<td>Social democratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasionale Pers</td>
<td>Die Burger</td>
<td>102,691</td>
<td>Western Cape, Afrikaans-speaking white-'coloured'</td>
<td>Politically conservative, center-right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beeld</td>
<td>110,331</td>
<td>Gauteng-based, Afrikaans-speaking whites</td>
<td>Centrist, Liberal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City Press***</td>
<td>114,999</td>
<td>Gauteng-based, national, black</td>
<td>Populist, black consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naspers/Perskor</td>
<td>Rapport</td>
<td>392,085</td>
<td>National readership, white</td>
<td>Populist, white right-wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perskor/Kagiso</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
<td>134,261</td>
<td>Gauteng-based, black/white</td>
<td>Conservative editorial tone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Evening Post, a Port-Elizabeth, Eastern Cape newspaper, is part-owned by TML.

***At the time of this writing, City Press is 49% owned by Naspers and 51% owned by Dynamo Investments, a black empowerment group.
newspaper market in the key Western Cape and Kwazulu-Natal provinces as well as 72 percent of the Gauteng provincial market—the industrial heartland of South Africa.

But two further events—the introduction of foreign ownership onto the South African press market and the entry of black players—are seen as key developments.

The first was Anglo-American Corporation’s sale of their majority share in the Argus Holdings Company to Irish Independent Newspapers PLC. The latter bought 35 percent of Argus Newspapers—a controlling stake—which translates into 40.8 percent of the South African newspaper industry. Argus Newspapers was renamed Independent Newspapers shortly thereafter.

Despite this major upheaval in the South African media—which in one sweep plunged South Africa into the politics of globalization and multi-national media corporations—there is virtually no serious public debate regarding the influence of foreign press ownership on the nature of political debate in South Africa.

In fact, debate about the implications of foreign ownership has fixated on questions about the role of the African National Congress government in vetting the sale by Anglo-American Corporation to Independent Newspapers.19

There are many reasons for this. One reason is that in a context of a newspaper market characterized by shrinking news markets and advertiser bases, declining circulation or decreased investments in newspaper businesses at the expense of higher profits, many observers see foreign ownership as a positive development. Even the editors of the formerly alternative Weekly Mail and Guardian noted in an editorial in August 1995, that “. . . the key to press freedom is not regulation, but proliferation.”20 What has gone clearly unnoticed meanwhile is that Independent Newspapers’ dominance has resulted in synergy (of opinion) and increasing cost cutting of operations as experienced elsewhere.

The second significant event was the introduction of black ownership. First there were a number of smaller but significant events. The production of black ownership. First there were a number of smaller sales was the decision of Anglo American in 1994 to sell the Sowetan newspaper to a black majority company, Prospect Africa, a subsidiary of the new black dominated investment consortium, New Africa Investments Limited [NAIL]. The latter firm was an outgrowth of the “black empowerment” drive. This gave the company NAIL a 50 percent stake in the Sowetan in partnership with Argus Holdings/Independent Newspapers. NAIL now owns the Sowetan completely.

However, the sale of the Sowetan had no major impact on the mainstream media configurations since the Sowetan had, since its inception, catered to an overwhelmingly black readership. Even under apartheid, the Sowetan focused more on the politics of largely black organizations such as the African National Congress and the Pan-Africanist Congress as well as internal black-led opposition groups, rather than that of “white mainstream” politics. Of interest, rather, would be the future political tone of the Sowetan. The newspaper had long been considered to be sympathetic to black organizations left of the ANC. Since the new Sowetan owners—the Board of Directors of NAIL—is dominated by former activists and politicians turned businesspeople who are close to the ANC government, there were questions as to whether the Board would interfere in editorial decisions at the Sowetan. There have been reports since the sale, of alleged pressure on editorial decisions by the Board on the paper’s editors, but this has not been substantiated.

Soon after, the Afrikaans media group, Perskor, sold its majority shareholding in the Citizen newspaper to another black consortium, Kagiso Trust. The Citizen has a controversial past—it was started by the apartheid government to gain a direct foothold in the English language market—and has always acted as a “newspaper of record,” using wire service copy, and had acquired a steady black readership for its sports coverage. The paper, though, continued to maintain a conservative editorial tone towards the new government, and the new owners have indicated that they are in no hurry to change a “winning formula.”21

Naspers then divested itself of the City Press (a mass Sunday newspaper aimed at an urban black readership) into a 51 percent black owned group, Dynamo Investments, which is led by former Inkatha general secretary, Oscar Dhlomo. Like the Sowetan, City Press had always catered to a black readership and practiced a tabloid style of journalism, and the change in ownership did not drastically change the political slant of its editorial content.22

But the major change in racial ownership came with the sale by mining company Johnnie—also partly owned by Anglo American Corporation—of its majority share in Times Media Limited (TML) to the black-controlled investment group NAIL. The importance of this sale was that, as pointed out earlier, the leading
members of NAIL are either close to or are members of the governing party and many had been very active in the struggle against apartheid. And second, although sections of the black community had always been involved in the newspaper business, what was significant was that for the first time they now owned a significant portion of the South African mainstream newspaper industry. Times Media Limited publishes the influential Business Day and Financial Mail [a weekly business newspaper] which is read by the country’s political and economic elites. It also publishes the Sunday Times, the highest circulation newspaper in South Africa.25

Nothing much has changed in the editorial make-up [although some newspapers had appointed black editors] or advertiser base of these newspapers in the last three years or so, but their columns have been opened for a concerted debate about the future role of media and government.26 The Denel Case is one such instance where a debate in such forthright language would have been impossible only a few years ago.

The Denel Case Study

The two key events in the print media in the last four years have therefore been the introduction of foreign ownership and the entrance of black owners onto the newspaper market. How did these developments affect coverage of the government?

On 20 July 1997, three newspapers in the Independent Newspapers stable—the Sunday Independent, Sunday Argus and the Sunday Tribune reported that a state-owned arms manufacturing company, Denel, was involved in a deal to sell conventional arms to Saudi Arabia.27

To prevent publication of the name of the client country, Denel sought court interdicts against the newspapers preventing them from publishing the name of the client country in terms of secrecy legislation the day before the article was supposed to appear.

Denel also laid criminal charges against the three newspapers in terms of the 1968 Armaments Development and Production Act, which prohibits the disclosure of any information relating to the supply, marketing and export of armaments for the benefit of the former government arms manufacturer, Armscor. On conviction, the Act provides for a maximum fine of R15,000 or eight years imprisonment or both.28

Denel and the newspapers were involved in a court battle over a three-week period as to whether the newspapers had breached secrecy laws or had jeopardized the sale.

Denel has a controversial history of arms sales—breaking sanctions against arms sales and for selling arms to a number of dictatorial regimes around the world. The arms sales to Saudi Arabia also occurred at a time that the new government was in the process of formulating a more “transparent and accountable” arms sales policy.

Part of the reason that Denel’s case was weakened was that the information had become widely known through radio broadcasts [where it was not prohibited] and in newspapers published abroad. The Sunday Independent then named Saudi Arabia as the country involved, despite the court order against it.29 On August 5, 1997, the interdicts were finally withdrawn in the High Court in Pretoria.

During the wrangle over interdicts and the right to publish it seems as if the dispute was clear-cut: that this was a debate over press freedom, the right of the public to know, national security and access to government information.30

But the Denel Case also became a public debate about the role of the press in post-apartheid South Africa. That is a debate that is essentially split along racial lines; the divisions coincide with divisions between notions of a “patriotic media” or a “liberal-humanist” media; in that debate it also clear that some journalists and editors side with the government.

The initial debate by journalists over the events focused on questions of press freedom, national security and access to government information.31

The main protagonists in the debate over government secrecy and the right to publish were obviously the Sunday Independent as well as the formerly alternative Mail and Guardian. The South African National Editors Forum (the umbrella body for South African editors) as well as organizations working on information issues, such as the Johannesburg Freedom of Expression Institute, were very prominent. Most of these participants criticized the behavior of Denel.

The debate changed however when the views of two prominent black journalists entered the fray. It became a debate over news values and the impact of race. The two black journalists whose views gained prominence, Thami Mazwai and John Qwelane, both had suffered detention and had faced harassment for their work as journalists under apartheid and have long held white press owners in contempt for their hypocritical obedience to press freedom under apartheid.
Mazwai was the publisher of Mafube Publishers, a company run mainly by black journalists who had formerly worked in the mainstream print media. Mafube's titles included Enterprised, an economics magazine, the franchise that is owned by an African-American group, Black Enterprise as well as Tribute, a news monthly magazine modeled on the U.S. Emerge. Enterprise is mainly aimed at a readership market of the new black political and economic elites and openly promotes "black empowerment." Mazwai is also former deputy editor of the Sowetan and has emerged as a vitriolic critic of the mainstream "white" press.

Qwelane is the editor-in-chief of Enterprise and a veteran black journalist who had worked in virtually every one of the five major press groups and had also served as editor-in-chief of Tribute magazine. These two black editors would feature prominently in the Denel Case.

It is not as if Mazwai and Qwelane's views were that of all other black editors or journalists—whether those working for black-owned or white-owned newspapers. However, the latter were less vocal or outspoken in their participation in the debate.

It became clear that two basic views appeared to develop in the debate: the traditional division between a "developmentalist" and a "liberal" view of the media.

Mazwai and Qwelane articulated a variant of the developmentalist approach to the role of the press. In their columns they appealed to a "patriotic media" that balanced the "public's right to know" with the "national interest." Mazwai never fully articulated the "national interest," but it was clear that this view was synonymous with that of government. Mazwai suggested that the "public good" always takes precedence.

For example, according to Mazwai, "we do not have a patriotic media, and as far as it is concerned people can lose jobs so long as it has its scoops."33

Mazwai argued that the right to publish, like any other right, has limitations. "The public good always takes precedence." He continued, "... Europeans and Americans are not being hysterical about arms sales. What makes SA journalists and editors think ordinary South Africans do not want Denel to sell its products?"35

Mazwai stressed the role of race as central to understanding different conceptions among those in the press of their relationship to political actors and the public. An appeal to the public was essentially that of "privileged whites" that did not care for jobs much needed in the black community. Mazwai for example suggested, "That no black editor has come out in support of the disclosure of Saudi Arabia as the destination for South African arms speaks volumes. It is not surprising that we are not caught in an identity crisis in which we must be South African, Irish, American, and European all at the same time."36

He questioned the motives behind certain newspapers attacking the government on the crime issue in South Africa. The press' insistence in publicizing details of the arms sales was nothing but a "secret agenda," thereby repeating allegations made earlier by President Mandela. The increased focus on state corruption or alleged mismanagement or corruption in state-owned companies now managed by blacks was part of this "agenda," according to Mazwai.37

Mazwai referred to regular meetings between SANEF editors and President Nelson Mandela where the President complained about black journalists being forced to place a specific slant on stories, and suggested Mandela was telling the truth. "He (Mandela) told us which journalists said this, and those journalists confirmed it. You are not told straight out what to write or not, but the white news editors and their body language tell you what he or she likes or does not like. And what they like gets into the paper. This is the agenda we are talking about. The agenda that says objectivity is writing only stories that are critical of government and not giving the 'good' equal prominence."38

Mazwai and Qwelane's "patriotic media" involved a public siding with the government. At one point, Mazwai announced that he and Qwelane wanted to assure the Minister of Defense and the Minister at the head of a Cabinet Committee on Conventional Arms Sales that they would "... do everything we can to ensure that our profession realizes that press freedom serves the interests of South Africa rather than assuage the egos of some Euro-South Africans."39

But Mazwai is quick to underscore his support of press freedom: "We worship press freedom. Hence we even went to jail while some of our white colleagues damned us for being activists but did not see anything wrong with themselves donning the then South African Defense Force uniform. However, press freedom does not exist in a vacuum. It must serve South Africa and help us achieve national objectives. ... Every freedom has limitations."40

The opposite of the "patriotic media," was that of a "liberal-humanist" view. Largely
championed by white editors and journalists, this view welcomed the decision to publish details of the sale and saw the issue as strictly about press freedom and access to government information.”

As Wyndham Hartley, political correspondent for *Business Day* would argue in an article on August 15, 1997 with reference to a parliamentary debate on arms sales, ““[It] begs the question of whether or not the press should determine if national interest should delay or halt publication. Some would argue that delaying publication would be co-option. Others might argue that the ‘publish and be damned’ attitude displayed by the media was inherited from the repression of old and was indeed irresponsible. But there seems to be insufficient evidence to demonstrate an orchestrated plan to harm the defense industry.”

Some of the proponents of a “liberal” media view did note the race criticism. *The Mail and Guardian* suggested, following repeated and open attacks from certain government leaders over their reports of growing government corruption, that there was an increase of “racial generalization, [and] claims of unpatriotic behavior.” *The Mail and Guardian*, while having an overwhelmingly white staff, had vigorously opposed apartheid even to the extent of being banned and closed down.

Finally, those who appealed to liberal press values saw no difference between accusations that they had a “secret agenda” to accusations they had to endure from successive apartheid governments. They also likened the state criticism and that of Qwelane and Mazwai as “outbursts of African dictators and despots.”

**Analysis**

The first point we can make about the Denel Case is that as much as it involved values of press freedom, tensions over national security or questions of access by the media to government information, it is also a debate about tensions over the role of journalists and editors within a democratic South Africa.

Second and more importantly, it is a reflection of the debate over the impact of the apartheid past on the work of journalists and editors.

The events around Denel cannot be divorced from the broader political transition that is taking place in South Africa. That is a debate in various forms in South Africa about “representation” and “transformation” and the impact of race as the single most important factor.

The legacy of apartheid weighs heavily on the content and outcome of such debates. It is one of white ownership of the economy and the undoing of the legacy of 40 years of apartheid rule with its vast income and social disparities. These racial inequalities of apartheid are reflected in the press. Most editors at mainstream newspapers are white; so are most senior journalists. As a result the press’ internal failings become an easy target for a government who accuses the media of failing to transform.

One of the developments in South Africa in the last four years has been a more explicit articulation of this debate. President Mandela’s Presidential Speech to the ANC National Convention in 1997 is the clearest articulation of these sentiments or views.” On that occasion, Mandela accused the media of being “counter-revolutionary” and “undermining” government’s attempts to work at implementing the ANC’s 1994 election platform of widespread reconstruction and development.

The reason for Mandela’s criticism is rooted in the ANC government’s perception of the role of the press. The ANC view the press as crucial to their project of implementing ambitious social and economic reforms. The government’s macro-economic policy sees developing its third world segment (the blacks marginalized in the rural and urban areas) by means of its first world economy and its media. But the government does not have control over the scarce media resources available that operate in a competitive environment. As a result two things flow from this. First, the government sees certain private media as enemies of transformation, and second, it sees the black take-over of some mainstream press companies as a “breakthrough.” Black editors and journalists are then assumed as allies.

Observers note that black editors are targeted to be pro-government or at least to include reports that are more positive about government’s actions. As the case study shows, meetings of the South African National Editors Forum (SANEF) with President Mandela indicate a government that demands a certain kind of loyalty from the press.” Mandela in these meetings singled out black “senior reporters and editors” of white newspapers for doing their “conservative white bosses” dirty work.” But the Denel Case is also about a democratic press that is guarding its growing independence and wants to break with a past of partisanship—whether to particular political movements or business interests.
Such a press is being confronted with deficiencies in their own make-up on the one hand and pressures from a new government on the other. In such a context, different conceptions of news values for the press are bandied around. Notions of the “public’s right to know” are held up against that of the “national interest” or a “patriotic media.” An important development in this debate is the support that the new government gets from certain journalists and editors.

It is therefore not surprising that black editors—like Mazwai and Qwelane—would say that their white colleagues’ calls for press freedom and the public’s right to know are linked with alleged attempts to ensure institutions of power are still dominated by the latter. For example, in his second editorial on the Denel matter, Mazwai also suggested that those who published information about the Denel arms sales, were “privileged whites.”

On a visit to neighboring Zimbabwe, Mandela went further and suggested that the appointment of black editors is done to confuse government criticism of the media: “It’s easy for us, sometimes rightly, sometimes justifiably, to say éracism’ to criticism by white reporters. In order to overcome that, many proprietors use black journalists.”

Observers note that while black editors and journalists who work for white-owned newspapers are criticized on the one hand, black-owned or operated newspapers are increasingly excluded from the same kind of criticism by government. In November 1996, Mandela repeated the allegation that some “senior black journalists” allowed themselves to be used by white “conservative” employers to do the latter’s “dirty work” and also accused those black editors of undermining and trying to destroy the democratically elected government.

At the time of Mandela’s outburst, media analyst Raymond Louw pointed out that it was significant that Mandela did not attack City Press and New Nation [which later closed down]—both newspapers that also have black editors but with black owners. At a later date Mandela talked about this incident and publicly exonerated the editors of black-owned publications [City Press and Tribute], but not the black political editor of the [white] Star newspaper.

Mandela and Mbeki [his deputy president] appeal to black journalists and put pressure on the latter to be less critical of government. There are already reported instances of editorial pressure by owners close to the ANC. In September 1995, Deputy President Mbeki addressed black editors and “… urged [them] to join his government in the task of black empowerment that must remain a central part of transformation.”

That an ANC government in the future could place pressure on its allies who now own Times Media Limited cannot therefore be excluded.

Although Mazwai does not directly refer to this development, he implies it in his comments about the absence of a “patriotic media” among editors who insisted on publication. For example, this sentiment is implied in his argument that no black editor would support the challenge against the court interdict. It is also present in the assertion that there are limitations on the “public’s right to know” when this right is held up against the “national interest.” It is also assumed in Mazwai’s assurances to government ministers under whose responsibility arms sales fall that “… our profession realizes that press freedom serves the interests of South Africa rather than assuage the egos of some Euro-South Africans.”

If there is pressure from the government on black editors and senior journalists, it is also true that the leading members of the small, but emerging black middle class aid the leadership of the African National Congress, in the tensions over the role of the press. The case study clearly shows that. For example, the mandate of mainstream media to fairly reflect the lives of the majority of South Africa is increasingly being questioned.” And a “black agenda” or the “black news” is insisted upon by elements in the ANC and government.

But the relationship between government and black news producers is no different from the relationship between the press in general and government.

As early as September 1994—just five months after the April 1994 elections—the Mail and Guardian quoted Mandela as saying, “… relations between the government and sections of the media are at a relatively low ebb.”

In January 1998, the Mail and Guardian noted in an editorial, the hostility of government and sections of the black press about a “black government on trial” from a white-owned and controlled press.

The notion of patriotism is increasingly being equated with blacks. The government writes white media owners and even journalists off as reactionary or views them with suspicion at best. There is a discourse that Deputy President Mbeki uses (as do other government officials when it suits them), to silence opposition, which says that only blacks can be patriotic. The
“them” and “us” terminology is used to the government’s advantage. The second characteristic of the debate is the fact that the South African press displays the racial inequalities of apartheid —skewed personnel patterns in favor of whites. It is this skewed nature of the press that does not aid its defense of liberal press values.61

Conclusions

How much can we generalize from the events of the Denel Case about the nature of press-government relations in South Africa? Do the events of Denel presuppose a predictable pattern? Is this an exceptional case influenced by the policy area?

In a number of ways Denel as a case study reflects the politics of the South African transition. That is a context of major changes in political institutions, whether the media or government. In 1994 the first democratic government was elected. The media has undergone a number of key changes in the last decade—most notably the end of state monopolies in broadcasting and in the press, the break-up of print monopolies.

Under apartheid, the press operated in a context of repression and censorship and of extreme partisanship. The post-apartheid context has presented the media with a context in which they can thrive. The media, in sync with developments around the world, has responded by insisting on greater independence, to report more informatively on the business of government. The new government has responded by suggesting the media is unfairly singling it out for criticism. Government has also found willing allies among journalists and editors for its criticisms. The reason is one major factor: race.

The South African media is still largely white in its ownership, management and editorial make-up. The media is still overwhelmingly racially and ideologically biased towards the ANC government. The more the media pleads independence and reporting “in the public interest,” the more government and its allies in the media respond by accusing the media of being racist and undermining the government.

This makes for an interesting tension ahead. This paper argues that the changes in media ownership will intensify these tensions over press-government relations and more importantly over the values of the press. This debate is set to intensify within the profession since South African political actors are, for the first time, confronted with a democratic context. That context demands a new political culture or rules-of-the-game for democratic engagement between the press and government. As such the tension will be about finding those “rules of the game.”

What does Denel tell us about the nature of press-government relations in South Africa? Will the tension be different between sections of the press and the press and government on issues other than Denel?

It is interesting that at the time of this writing two professional organizations, the Black Lawyers Association and the Association of Black Accountants of South Africa had lodged a complaint with the country’s Human Rights Commission to institute an inquiry into racism in the media. The responses were predictable: Support for the inquiry from within government and from their allies in the media; opposition from the largely white-owned press.62 It is too early to make conclusions from a process that is still unfolding, but already we can see that the media’s past divisions are central to determining how its place in the new democracy is determined.

There are also three key developments to monitor in the next few years as to where press-government relations go. The first is: What happens to Times Media Limited’s editorial content and structure of news as well as its relation to an ANC-government (that will certainly dominate South Africa’s electoral politics for the next decade) as the new owners take direct control? The second is TML’s decision to launch a Sunday newspaper, Sunday World, that will be aimed at a mass black readership and will be overtly pro-ANC. How will that affect the political balance? Third, the tension between “liberal” news values of reporting to please readers against a civic duty in the national interest will become more significant. Finally, what happens if current racially skewed newspaper ownership and control patterns remain essentially unchanged?

In conclusion, this paper deals with two other important contextual issues. The first concerns the real extent of changes in press ownership and control, and the second relates to how different these new tensions are from those under apartheid.

One of the major criticisms of the changes in ownership and control is that the broadening of ownership is insignificant or has not made any real dent in the existing print monopolies. This is primarily because the “unbundling” of press monopolies did not break the idea of five monopolies—it replaced only the color of one of the owners. And the new owners, as pointed out...
earlier, share the same values of their white counterparts—news driven by market pressures.65

Market related factors may still be decisive in determining to what extent notions of different sets of press values on the one hand and pressure from the government on the other will impact the structure and framing of news. It should be recognized that South African newspapers, as elsewhere, are primarily dependent on advertising for their revenue. White South Africans who control most of the disposable income in the country are the main targets of advertisers. No newspaper can survive if it does not reflect the views of its readers.64

It has been shown that even where new or black oriented publications have succeeded, advertising revenue has remained low because of their relatively impoverished readership. As such, little changes in the editorial content of newspapers.66

Some argue that the racial nature of the readership and advertising market will force new owners to merely continue to cater to their existing readership—the first world constituency of South Africa: a modern, free-market economy, owned and run by the upper class and middle class whites.67 For example, it would be interesting to see how many changes the new owners of Times Media Limited and Kagiso introduce as profit margins take increasing precedence.

There are also questions about how much control the new owners have over newspapers published by their companies that could impact any future developments. In a meeting with South African editors, President Nelson Mandela suggested: “... these black companies that are supposed to be in charge of enormous assets are a hollow claim at present—because they are heavily indebted to white companies. They don’t own their assets.”68 Transforming the daily operations of these newspapers will also not happen soon. In the majority of the cases, for example, they will have to retain the same editorial staff.69

But these processes around press-state relations are far from complete. They are ongoing, dynamic and unfolding. In fact, as this paper suggests, the sale of press corporations that ended single-race monopolies have only taken place over the last three years—major changes in such a short time.

What is clear also is that exclusive white control of the media, both in broadcasting—but more significantly for the purposes of this paper—the print news medium has been significantly altered in the last four years. Some observers have described this process as a “substantial erosion” of white monopoly control of the press, while those in government have suggested white monopoly ownership has been “extensively diluted.”70 What can not be disputed is that this development has important consequences for the structure and framing of news and that it will have significant impact on the trajectory of press-government relations.

How different are government-press tensions from those experienced under apartheid? It is true that the context for press-government relations is qualitatively different, and the democratic government has now publicly expressed its commitment to press freedom. But this has not prevented the ANC-led government from demanding partisan or less critical reporting from particular owners, editors or senior journalists that the ANC-government view as part of their allies in the struggle against apartheid.

Calls for a partisan press are not new in South Africa. Traditionally, South African media is highly partisan—in particular as it concerns the role of owners and their relation to the state or private economic interests. Previous white-minority governments in South Africa demanded and got a certain loyalty from some sectors of the press. The relationship of the Apartheid State to the Afrikaans press comes to mind; so too the relationship of the English mainstream press and mining capital.70 On the other hand, there is nothing new in the demand on black journalists to be partisan. In fact Thami Mazwai, now a champion of “patriotic media,” used to be journalists beholden to liberation movements and popular resistance organizations throughout the 1980s.71

This paper argues that these tensions are different from those under apartheid. For one, the institutional context of democracy is very different from that under apartheid [a police state, lack of formal censorship, police harassment or arbitrary imprisonment]. The apartheid government, while favoring certain media, operated in a police state fashion with extensive censorship. With few exceptions, the views and actions of opposition groups [outside of legal, white mainstream politics] were distorted, underreported or ignored in the mainstream press.72 The post-apartheid legal and constitutional context is qualitatively different from that under apartheid. South Africa now has a Constitution that guarantees media protection through a Bill of Rights and allows more freedom of expression than ever before. The 1996 Constitution’s Bill of Rights guarantees freedom of the press and the media.73
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60. For example, in the case of Independent Newspapers, its two most important newspaper titles are still edited by white males and its news columns still filled with the experiences of white South Africans. It is this contradiction that provides an overwhelming black government with ammunition to criticize the media. The behavior of the mainstream press under apartheid does not help either.

The African National Congress accuses the media now of appealing for press freedom when it is “safe” to do so and there is some truth to this charge. For example, when it became clear that the largely black investment company, New Africa Investment Limited, would acquire a controlling stock of Times Media Limited, mainly white editors and senior journalists of TML’s major titles aimed at the mainly white mainstream market suddenly appealed for an “editorial charter.” Significantly these same editors and journalists had worked without such a charter for more than a century for their mining owners. It also does not pass the government unnoticed that mainstream media still seem to promote public policies protective of white privilege.

62. See “Pityana must turn a deaf ear to howls from our racist media” (Mathatha Tsedu, Editorial), *Sunday Independent*, November 22, 1998 ([http://www.sunday.co.za/](http://www.sunday.co.za/)).


64. An example is a comparison in the advertising revenue of the Johannesburg daily newspaper, The Star, that has a lower readership that is mainly white and affluent, to that of the Sowetan [daily] and *City Press* [weekly] that has a higher readership but lower revenue. Even though the Star has experienced declining readership and a smaller share of the market in the last ten years, it still earns double the revenue of City Press and Sowetan. See Emdon, 1998a: p. 163.
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68. Shortly after NAIL bought Times Media Limited, it faced resistance from editors and senior journalists who wanted to draw up an “editorial charter” to retain “standards” and the NAIL Board of Directors gave “certain undertakings” to Johnnic staff about their continued employment. See *Business Day*, August 29, 1998.

69. Emdon, p. 144; Comtask p. 28.

70. For example, under apartheid the Afrikaans press viewed the government as “our government.” In the case of the English mainstream press and references to their acceptance of white mainstream politics as decreed by the apartheid state. Note for example journalist and editor Moegsien Williams’ testimony before the TRC. “They [the English mainstream
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